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Dear Reader ,
Since April 1977 , 1 have kept a file of letters and documents which went back and forth during a major
public controversy which involved a good part of the education network. This book consists of a
reproduction of the file , up to closing time , 3 November 1979.
In this introductory letter , it is appropriate to make some general comments dealing with three topics:
why should you bother to read it; why did 1 bother to make it; editorial responsibility. After this , 1 shall
give a summary of the story.
Wh y bother? (Your point of view). Why bother to look into this book? It is long and it is heavy. It
does not follow the usual format of books. The special cases considered might not seem worth the effort
put into l t.
1 would like you to use “ the file" to stimulate your own thinking about analogous problems which you
will encounter in your own life. One of its main points of interest , as 1 see it , is the close study of sources
of misinformation and confusion , over many domains , applicable in many other instances. We are dealing
here with the press at large , theNew York Times , The Chronicle ofHigher Education (with a circulation of
67 ,000 , going to university administrators and the education establishment primarily); several famous
foundations (Carnegie , Sloan , National Science Foundation); the AAAS (American Association for the
Advancement of Science); The AAUP (American Association of University Professors); the National
Academy of Sciences; sociology; survey research; other academic research and its effects on people ,
education , and politics; McCarthyism; etc. Cf. the section on themes and issues.
The form of the book---direct confrontation of ideas by the participants themselves-is in some sense
new and unusual , but it makes for an intensity which would not come out otherwise.
The file is long because it deals with many issues and their relations. It includes many original
documents and articles which you will need to form your own opinion. The file is long also because as a
result of the confrontation , some people did and said things which then motivated their opponents to
escalate their efforts. Each time the stakes were raised , and the circle of participants was expanding , as
were the issues. 1 placed no a priori limits which would cut the file short , and 1 let theïnterplay of forces
expand freely. On the other hand , if those whom 1 opposed at any time had made an appropriate correction
to their operation , this would have
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The file need not be read like an ordinary book. At any one spot , you might well take off on your own
thoughts , with your own reactions , and your own free associations of ideas. One particular confrontation
might be more meaningful to you than to another. Passages which you may skip through lightly at one time
may hold a special interest for another.
1 can also see very well the file being used in courses in sociology , journalism , political science ,
psychology , etc. as a source of raw material on which students could write papers covering a very wide
range of topics. It has , in fact , already been used in that way , and 1 have had requests for it from scholars
who found its documentation interesting and relevant to their work.
Wh y bother? (My point of view). Some people have asked me why 1 spent my time compiling and
making up the file. They seem to attach some importance to an answer. 1 don 't make much of it , but for
those who are Ínterested , 1 shall say a few words here. They should not be taken as a substitute for the
several lett~rs explaining my pu中oses and principal interests , especially the following:
my "motivation letter ," 19 January 1978 , p. 3.1;
my letter concerning “ objectives ," 29 March 1978 , p. 5.3;
my letter on "issues of responsibility , " 3 May 1979 , p. 13.22
my closing letter giving my “ principal interest , " p. 18.9
1 don 't like the nonsense that passes for rational discourse so often in our society. 1 am ve叮 much
bothered by the inaccuracies , ambiguities , code words , slogans , catch phrases , public relation devices ,
sweeping generalizations , and stereotypes , which are used (consciously or otherwis~) to influence people.
1 am bothered by the inability of many to recognize these for what they are. 1 am bothered by the way
people fudge issues , or are unable to clarify them , sometimes because they are inhibited by “ collegiality' ,
and other forms of intimidation (sometimes subtle , sometimes no t). Most people put up with the nonsense
without doing anything about it (unable or unwilling , for whatever reason一一inertia ， lack of energy , lack of
interest , lack of time , etc.) , often falling into cynicism and despai r.
1 am bothered by the misinformation which gets disseminated uncritically through the media and by the
obstructions which prevent correct information from being disseminated. These obstructions come about
in many ways-personal , institutional , through self-imposed inhibitions , through external inhib
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Editorial responsibility. Allletters and documents in the file were sent to a number of people , called
the cc list. The principal ones are explicitly named at the bottom of each letter. From five charter members
in April 1977 , the cc list grew to about 140 at closing time (3 November 1979). About half that list consists
of “ principal participants , " listed at the beginning of the book. Names are identified for convenience of
references. If 1 sent a letter to someone critical of something he or she had done , or asking questions , and
he or she replied , 1 felt responsible to communicate this reply to those who had received copies of my letter
in the first place , to insure the proper right of rebuttal. This process is a fast expanding one , and leads to a
heavy responsibility on my part in providing an open forum and appropriate documentation.
Wh enever someone joined the cc list (often illvoluntarily) , he or she received a copy of the entire file
from the beginning , together with the most recent mailing. Such mai1i ngs were made at various intervals ,
depending on how fast communications and documents were coming in. At the height of the exchange , in
Spring 1978 , they occurred about once every three weeks. From December 1978 to May 1979 , they
occurred about once a month. At other times , they were more sporadic. The last mailing , made the first
week of November 1979 included material which had accumulated since July.
1 have influenced the development of the file , its content , and its direction by the letters 1 wrote.
Sometimes when 1 felt that some issues were unclear , or when 1 wished to draw parallels between various
statements or situations , 1 wrote comments and analyses. Conversely , my correspondents could answer as
they wished , and raise whatever issues they wanted. They did so not only by writing me or each other
(copy to me) , but also by having their point of view published , for instance in leveling against me the
charge of McCarthyism (New York Times , 29 May 1979; Chronicle of Hi gher Education , 6 March 1978).
All such documents became part of the file , and were thus sent to the cc lis t. The most active
correspondents were advised of the intention to close the file well in advance , to give them a chance to
make a final contribution if they so desired.
The file deals with a large number of topics. 1 have gone wherever 1 was led. The multiplicity of themes
and issues makes some people uncomfortable. Some people find some of the topics “ i
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deal with the substance of major issues. Often 1 point to such false statements , and 1 document accurately
certain contradictions. 1 wish to emphasize that 1 do not claim that my co訂espondents are “ lying." To
some extent , it is for you to determine what might go on in someone 's mind when that person makes a
documentably false statement. 1 personally think 1 can describe what goes on (frequently) by saying that
often people create a reality of their own. At any given time , this reality may contradict the reality which
they created at another time. If they put their realities in writing (and 1 definitely try to get them to do so)
then the juxtaposition of these realities gives rise to a documentably false statement.
This creation of conflicting realities is not the same as accidental “ mistakes" or deliberate “ mistakes. ' ,
There is a broad spectrum of possibilities which may apply to any given false statement. On the whole , 1
prefer to document the false statements and let others analyze (if they wish) under what categories they
may fal l.
The creation of different realities at different times giving rise to false statements is also different from
the possibility of people changing their mind about various issues. Furthermore , people may not always be
extremely careful about what they write.
The letters. 1 reprod~ce exactly everyone 's letters and publications so that 1 don 't have to paraphrase
what others say or write or publish. If what someone writes is false , 1 document the contradiction. If what
someone writes is ambiguous , 1 ask for clarification. If 1 quote from some letter or article , the full
document from which 1 quote is made immediately available in the file for cross reference.
In any case , the letters reproduced in the file can be expected to represent their authors' position only at
the time they were written. 1 take full editorial responsibility for reproducing the entire ,file as a record of
what went on , and for its publication. A section at the end of the book deals briefly with some of the
problems which arose in connection with the publication of the file.
The file is organized chronological旬， and is as complete as 1 could make it for the period covered (April
1977 to 3 November 1979).
Following articles (in Science and New York Review) , 1 also received many letters; some from strangers
asking for reprints of certain documents , other letters supporting me , and one letter against me. 1 decided
that such letter
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comments without p1acing a priori 1imits on the issues and themes. 1 don't want to tell you what to think ,
although 1 want to present you with as clear a documentation as possib1e so that you can form your own
judgment.
Th is 1etter , the subsequent summary of the story , and the 1isting of some issues constitute a distortion of
the file , against which you have to be warned. You will have to make up your own mind whether what was
10st by including sucb editoria1 materia1 was properly compensated by gains in making it easier to get into
the file. One thing is clear: it is impossib1e to write about the file without distorting it. This is ana1ogous to
the Heisenberg Princip1e which states that the act of measurement alters what is to be measured. 1 don 't
want this 1etter and the following introductory materia1 to be a substitute for the file. Pu blishers and others
have to1d me that some such materia1 was necessary. Some who have seen pre1iminary drafts have
confirmed that it was usefu1 to them. Ultimate1y 1 take responsibi1ity for including it. But 1 regard this
materia1 as dead compared to “ the fi1e" itse1f. The letters come a1ive in a way which 1 find much more
stimu1ating , and nothing can rep1ace the context in which they are written , nor the sharpness of their sty1e.
Personally , 1 wou1d prefer that you shou1d not read this introductory materia l.
Comments concerning how the Ladd 一 Lipset essay came about will be made in the section on
pub1ication of the fi1e. My summary of some themes and issues was written independently of the
Ladd - Lipset essay. It seemed inappropriate for me to comment directly on that essay.
1 a1so had to make some editoria1 decisions how to p1ace all this materia1 , which begins what may be a
10ng series of writings about ‘'The Fi1e" (indeed , a new file. . .). Ladd and Lipset were asked where they
wanted their essay to be p1aced: at the beginning or at the end of the book. 1 followed their desire. The
summary of some themes and issues has been placed at the end to minimize the front matter standing
between the reader and the fi1e. This summary could be read immediately after ‘'The Story. "
Objectivity. 1 emphasize that. never do 1 claim to be “ objective ," nor do 1 reproach someone for not
being “ objective ," with very good reason: 1 do not understand the meaning of the. word "objectivity." 1
view rea1ity as consisting of events and the various perceptions of these events , which themse1ves are
events. So are re1ations between t

SERGE LANG
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The Story
Summary , by Serge Lang

ln early spring 1977 , 1 received a questionnaire called ‘ 'The 1977 Survey of the American
Professoriate ," directed by Everett C. Ladd (University of Connecticut) and Seymour Martin Lipset
(Stanford University , Hoover lnstitution). After looking it over , 1 threw it ou t. 1 also threw out a first
reminder notice that 1 had not retumed it. Then 1 read in New York Review a commentary by Sigmund
Diamond on an article , also by Li pset , conceming some happenings at Harvard in 1954 , during the
McCarthy period. (The whole exchange , under the name VERIT AS AT HARV ARD , is reproduced in
Appendix IV.) At the same time , 1 received a second reminder notice.
1 knew something of Lipset 's background in sociology , education and politics , and opposed his
positions. An understanding of the files does not require any knowledge of this background , and the
relevant Lipset positions are appropriately expressed by him in his articles and letters which form part of
the file. * Suffice it to say that Lipset has a number of eminent posts , viz: Vice President of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences; member of the editorial board of the Proceedings , National Academy of
Sciences; member of the Nominating Committee of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science (AAAS) (elected April 1978); etc.
On the other hand , the questionnaire reminded me of another one , which 1 had received in 1969 , and
which was sponsored by the Camegie Foundation and the American Council on Education (ACE). 1 had
also thrown that one ou t. After the second reminder notice , 1 did not feellike making a long analysis of its
defects (which seemed obvious to me) , but 1 did write Clark Kerr (Director of the Camegie Council on
Policy Studies in Higher Education) , to express my contempt for what he was doing. My letter was never
answered. (See Appendix 11.)
My brush with the 1969 questionnaire , the appearance of Diamond 's commentary on Lipset 's Education
and Politics at Harvard , and the fact that Lipset , Clark Kerr and the Camegie Foundation were involved in
all these events triggered me to write a letter to the surveyors expressing my exasperation with their
survey. 1 sent a copy to a friend in the mathematics department at Harvard. Wh en 1 went there ~hortly
afterward to lecture to a mathematics seminar , 1 found out that he had shown my letter to others , and that
the mathematician Neal Koblitz wanted to give it to the student newspaper , theHarvard Crimson. Several
ma

*See for instance the excerpts from Political Man at the end of Part 13; Lipset's letters in the VERITAS appendix; 也e excerpts
from Education and Politics at Har、.ard， reproduced at the end of Appendix IV; Lips帥 's own letters (a Ii st wiII be found in the
index); and of course Appendix 1 and Appendix II containing Ladd-Lipset arti cJ es on the 1977 and 1969 surveys.
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The Opening Phase
On 16 April 1977 , Lang writes his first letter to the surveyors (Lipset and Co.) “ to give vent to his
feelings" (cf. letter to Ladd , p. 6.13). Before mailing it , he shows it to several members of the Yale math
departmen t. One of them , Roger Howe , now expresses regret for having returned the questionnaire
“ unreflectingly , " and signs his own statement on the letter. There is a brief correspondence with Lipset
concerning both the survey and VERIT AS AT HARV ARD.
The Harvard Crimson reports the controversy. Lipset is quoted to say: “ Lang sounds like a crackpot to
me." Lang says: “ The questionnaire is stupid from beginning to end. 1 don 't have time to waste answering
questions about something so stupid. "
Most people Lang talks to take a cynical attitude and discount any possibility of disseminating widely
the opinions of those who oppose the questionnaire. Lang writes to Diamond and an old friend , Dick
Palais , making a few hurried comments on the survey. Lang knew of sociologist Robert Merton at
Columbia , “thought rather highly of him ," and had put him on the cc list of the first letter to the
surveyors. Lipset writes that Merton was both a consultant and a participant in the survey , contributed
questions , and “ carefully went over every question. " Lang asks Diamond to show his letter to Merton ,
and signs off , stating that he hasn 't got the time for a tighter presentation.
Tate writes to Ladd. Li pset answers. Koblitz writes detailed objections to Lips剖， who does not answer.
The controversy seems ended.
After a dead summer , Koblitz writes a reminder letter. He gets a short condescending put down from
Lipset , who tells him to go read the technical literature if he is interested in “ pursuing this area in depth. "
This incites Lang to write to Merton to ask him , for the record , what was his contribution to "The 1977
Survey . .. " Merton replies that he finds the request for information “ for the record" to be
“ peremptory . . . prosecutory . . . anything but collegial . . . most offensive . . . ." Lang writ.es further
to Merton , making the point that he does not see why asking straight questions about who made up the
questionnaire and how should be characterized as above. Lang does not view the American Professoriate
as a passive object in the hands of sociologists , notably Lipse t. Diamond supports Koblitz , who writes to
Merton. No answer.
Lang also sends the file to Gina Kola詞， repo此er for Science (official publication of the American
Asso

The Chronicle of Higher Education (First Round)
The cc list also includes (for the first time) The Chronicle of Hi gher Education , where Ladd - Lipset
have been publishing their series on “ results" of the survey , and where they had published a series of 36
articles on the previous 1975 survey. The editors were thus informed of the opposition which had arisen.
Around January 15 , Kolata calls the editors , thus informing them also of the pending Science article.
Senior Editor Malcolm Scully calls Lang in Princeton (where Lang has just gone on leave) , and within a
week The Chronicle comes out with its own “ news" story , whose selectivity and inaccuracies are
analyzed by Lang in a letter to his cc lis t. The Chronicle emphasized the "political" context , for instance
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by quoting Ladd that “ Mr. Lang's charges were essentially political . . . the criticism of Mr. Li pset's
report on Harvard reflected the bitterness of feelings during the McCarthy era." Although they print
Lang's originalletter to the surveyors , they do not mention the 15 pages of comments on the survey. Lang
then waits for more evidence of the effect of that story.
This evidence comes rapidly. On 6 March , the editors print three letters. One of them by Manfred
Stanley deals negatively with general aspects of survey research and supports Lang. Another is from
Herbert Garfinkel , Provost of the University of Nebraska , who complains that Lang has not provided “ an
analysis directed at such surveys with an eye to revealing inadequacies . . . ," and who writes of the
“ vitriolic and personal attack which he [Lang] levels for political reasons. If this is not the nature of
‘McCarthyism ,' the basic charge leveled by Lang at Lipset , then what is?"
On March 29 , Lang writes to Garfinkel that his letter is entirely justified on the basis of what The
Chronicle had printed , but that he is entitled to further facts. Lang sends him the complete file of letters
and documents , and asks him for his reaction. By return mail , on Apri16 , Provost Garfinkel replies: “.
Truly 1 much prefer knowing that the views attributed to you by The Chronicle misrepresented your
statements . . . it would seem most appropriate that your explanation should be printed by The Chronicle
so that the record will be set straight. " Lang thanks him , but points out that the “ explanation " consisted
of the entire file , and that even if The Chronicle prints an “ explanation ," Garfinkel 's public linking of
Lang with McCarthyism still stands. No further communication was received from Garfinkel.
Lang places this exchange in the context of making corrections only through letters to the editors , and
points to a statement of Hugh Sidey (an editor of Ti me) who had called this practice “ sneaky. "
The Chronicle did not print any explanation or correction.
This entire incident illustrates problems in journalism , personal responsibility , editorial responsibility.
Escalation
Wh ile on leave at Princeton , Lang contacted President Bowen , then chairman of the American Council
on Education , to ask if ACE had anything to do with the 1977 survey. The answer is no. Lipset had written
to Tate that the survey was funded principally by the Carnegie Corporation , the Spencer Foundation , and
the National Science Foundation. He had also written that it was in large part a “ service " one including
sections of interest to the National Science Foundation , the National Academy of Sciences , and AAUP.
Ladd is quoted to say that the Sloan commission on Higher Education was interested in the survey. Lang
writes to these organizations. Every answer contains some reservations about the questionnaire , or
acknowledges the seriousness of the criticisms , for instance by stating that they should “ recei ve careful
consideration." Both Camegie and NSF minimize their contribution. Alan Pifer (President , Carnegie
Corporation) calls it “ peripheral." The AAUP eventually stated that no use of the survey was made in
policy formulation. A summary of statements from various such letters is contained in Part Seven.
Gina Kolata publishes a news article in Science: two full pages on the survey and some of the protest
around it , including objections by several social scientists , like 扎1arion Levy (Sociology) who has just met
Lang in Princeton.
As a result of the Science article , several persons write their support to Lang , including S. E. Luria ,
Director of the Center for Cancer Research at MIT and Nobel Prize winner in biology.
Ladd had charged in the Science article that Lang 's charges are “ politica l. " Lang provides an analysis:
The L伊set File: “ Politica l' ' ?
Some people raise the question whether Lang is waging a “ private vendetta." (C f. also Lipset's letter p.
16.1 1.) Lang writes his “ motivation letter" to Goldhaber.
Enter Saunders Mac Lane (Mathematics , University of Chicago; Vice President , National Academy of
Sciences) , alerted by someone at the NSF in Washington who was on the cc lis t. Mac Lane investigates
support given to the survey by the NAS and NSF. He provides support for Lang , e.g. by finding his
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“ motivation" letter to Goldhaber '‘ splendid. " He also comments on the Garfinkel incident , which he sees
as a “ side trai l. " He urges Lang to concentrate on what he sees as the “ real issues: " first of all the careless
way in which these people prepare surveys , plus their lack of judgment in trying to survey things that
cannot be treated by this method. The next issue is the “ irresponsible action" of the Chronicle in printing
only one side of the issue and in continuing to print stuff from that Lad d!Lipset survey when there is very
substantial criticism of its methods. He also thinks it would be fine if Garfinkel takes the initiative of
writing to The Chronicle to correct his letter , but thinks that “ this would take both initiative and some very
uncommon courage." Lang does not completely share Mac Lane's point of view conceming the relative
importance of the Garfinkelletter. Cf. Lang's letters to the cc list , 3 May 1979 and October 1979.
Ladd 一 Lipset articles have appeared almost once a week in The Chronicle since 3 October 1977 , but the
series (as was realized only much later) is inte訂upted on 13 February 1978 after only 12 pieces , one month
after The Chronicle received Lang's comments , and after the Science article. No information as to whose
decision this was (Ladd - Lipset , The Chronicle , a combination) is available. According to Ladd - Li pset 's
cover letter for the 1977 survey , The Chronicle had published 36 pieces on the 1975 survey.
Despite having discontinued the series , The Chronicle prints twice a letter from a PhD in Education at
the University of Minnesota , who wrote his thesis using the Ladd - Li pset survey , and thinks one of the
interests of the survey is “ its potential to generate future research. "
Reports on the Ladd- Li pset survey appear in the press at large , e.g. Ne"仙veek， Wall Street Journal ,
Stanford Campus Report , Manchester Guardian Weekly , etc. and are communicated to the cc lis t.
Lang submits an appropriately updated and edited version of his Comments for publication in Science.
They are rejected by the editor , despite the support of six eminent scientists. New York Review offers to
publish , and Lang prepares an updated version for publication in that joumal.
The New York Review Article
Lang's article on the survey appears inNew York Review 01 Books , end of April 1978.
Since the opening shots , there had not been a single communication direc t1 y from Ladd to Lang.
Successive旬， he had told the Crimson: “ Professor Lang's letter is one long string of epithets. When and if
he ever has an intellectual point to make , 1 will be more than happy to respond to it; " he characterized the
charges as “ political " both in The Chronicle and in Science; he told Science that ‘百e had never received a
letter addressed to him," even though he was a charter member of the cc list , and Tate had addressed his
letter specifically to Ladd. Immediately after the publication of the NYR article , Ladd writes to Lang ,
acknowledging that he had “ received a fair number of comments from [Lang] over the past year , " and
addressing himself to what he calls “ the larger concems." He offers “ cooperation" rather than
“ confrontation." Lang answers for the record , and then leaves for his usual summer travels and lecturing.
Once more , the story seems to end at this point , and Lang writes to his cc list that he expects no further
mailings.
This was not to be.
After Lang has left , the Staff Director of the Sloan Commission , Cad Kaysen , writes to confirm the
interest of that Commission in the survey and a future one. He writes that he marked the fourth draft of a
new survey to take into account the points Lang made , giving “ careful consideration" to Lang 's
“ comments. ' ,
The summer of 1978 also sees the following developments.
On June 13 , Mac Lane writes that COSPUP (Committee on Scientific and Public Policy ofthe National
Academy of Sciences) discussed surveys , and the Ladd-Lipset one in particular , at its June meeting.
COSPUP is supposed to look further into the question , but there was no follow up on this as far as Lang
knows.
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Mac Lane also writes to the editors of The Chronicle to ask them to reprint Lang's New York Review
article. No answer.
Edward Fiske , Education Editor of the New York Times , reports on the survey uncritically , without
mentioning the Science or the NYR 訂ticle. 卸larion Levy contacts Fiske to bring these to his attention.
Lang puts Fiske on the cc list.
Several people write in praise and support of the NYR article. One of them , Herbert Schiller
(Communications , U of C , San Diego) , writes that what Lang has revealed in this particular case is
representative of a substantial number of survey studies. Six months later , Schiller was to write that the file
has produced a.“truly amazing record of the web of control in our education establishment.. The
combination of power , bureaucracy , and conservatism are nowhere better displayed than in the file. " He
also writes that if Lang can get the file published , he will recommend it as required reading in his course on
the political economy of mass communications.
Aaron Cicourel (Sociology , U of C , San Diego) writes that Lang's remarks are “ important and have
implications that go considerably beyond the immediate study that you discussed. " He asks for permission
to use Lang's article in future classes.
Laurence Veysey (History , U of C , Santa Cruz) writes a letter to the editors of NYR severely critical of
Ladd 一Lipset. He finds in Lang 's article “ suggestions that the very effort to gain a representative
impression of professional attitudes on matters other than those having to do with concrete academic
policies is somehow impertinent , " and he objects. Lang replies that he did not think one could find such
suggestions , and that he deals in concrete instances. This is an important exchange for those interested in
the formulation of generalizations.
Trying to Settle Loose Ends
The Chronicle 01 Higher Education (Second Round)
On 11 September 1978 , Lang writes to Geno Ballotti , a member of the Board of Governors of the
Chronicle , to ask them to take action to get the record straight in that publication. Among other things , he
mentions Mac Lane's letter to the editors , unanswered and unpublished. A few days later , Mac Lane gets
an answer-negative. A copy was sent to Lang only much later , and can be found p.15.24
Mr. Ballotti answers that he hopes to bring up the serious questions raised by Lang at the next meeting
of the Board , and hopes to give some answer by November 6. Nothing ever was to come of this and no
further letter from Mr. Ballotti or from the Board of Governors was received.
Mary Bass , Vice Chancellor for Legal Affairs of City University of New York writes a letter to the
editors of The Chronicle to complaio about the “ blackout of criticism" of the Ladd - Lipset survey , and
their not mentioning Lang 's “ Comments" of January , nor taking into account the published version in
New York Review.
The Chronicle prints M征y Bass 's letter , and three weeks later , on 20 November 1978 , prints , not the
NYR article , but the January draft , undated and out of context. They do not state that this was done 00 the
respoosibility of the editors and that Lang was not consulted or informed of this publication. This creates
misrepresentatI ons in the record: first , the January draft had been edited and polished for publication; and
second , the meaning and validity of several items were seriously affected by the time difference. These
items concern the size of the protest against the survey , its funding , and its use. In the intervening months ,
Lang gathered systematic information which he communicated to the cc list as it became available , and
incorporated in the published article. The absence of this information in the publication by The Chronicle
on November 20 was seriously misleading.
The Chronicle also printed the letter which Ladd had written to Lang after the NYR article , but labeled it

